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Board Members Discuss their Motivations, Goals, Successes & Challenges
Over the last four years the HUGS Foundation
has grown from a seed of an idea in the mind
of founder Dianne Vogt to a full-ﬂedged foundation that has made a difference in the lives
of 26 families. With an 11-member board of
trustees, a network of multiple treatment centers and an ever-growing number of families
who are following through on the expectation
that they will “pay it forward,” HUGS’ reach continues to grow. As board member Sarah Jane
Brickel so aptly put it, “We are just starting to
make an impact. Everything starts with small
steps. We have passed that. Now we are in our
stride.”
It takes a village…
The HUGS Foundation is not a “thing” it is a
living, breathing organization made up of dedicated individuals working towards a goal of recovery. Here are some of our stories…
Chris Boyher
Chris joined the board a year after his family
received ﬁnancial assistance from HUGS because he saw ﬁrst-hand how necessary it is for
the entire family to be involved in the recovery process. HUGS helped his family and now
he’s paying it forward. Helping others as HUGS
helped him.
“Too often, the focus and energy of a family is
on ﬁnding a solution or treatment center for the
immediate crisis and the families’ participation in the treatment is an afterthought. HUGS
stepped in and reminded us of a need to be
part of the treatment and not spectators,” Boyher said.
“Our participation in our son’s treatment actually taught us that we also needed ‘treatment.’
We thank HUGS for supporting us as a family
and supplying us the continued opportunity to
give back.”
Sarah Jane Brickel
An active member of the board who has been

involved since the very beginning, Sarah
Jane Brickel, said that she had a number of
reasons for getting involved, most of them
personal.
“The primary one is my best friend founded
HUGS and through the years we have both
had far too much experience with a family
member addicted to drugs and alcohol,”
she said. “My former husband is not a success story and through his journey our family has suffered and continue to do so. I am
so grateful that there is such a ray of hope
assisting families to help their loved ones
ﬁnd health and peace with their disease.
Helping the children does not only help the
afﬂicted but all who love them.”
Looking forward, she said she wants to
continue to spread awareness throughout
the community, ﬁnd more ways to generate
income for HUGS and to continue to help
families in need.
“I would love to reach a position that in the
future we will be able to totally assist those
families who cannot help their children
with any of the funds need to sent them to
rehab,” she added.
Assunta Rossi
Assunta Rossi, one of HUGS’ newest board
members said that she’s involved because
HUGS ﬁlls a gap that the current health
care and social services structure lacks.
“There are many services, providers and
organizations focused on helping behaviorally challenged children or chemically dependent adolescents,” she said. “Yet there
are very few organizations that recognize
and reach out to help parents and families
of those children and adolescents... HUGS
helps lessen the ﬁnancial burden and provides a means by which many parents and
families can cope and continue to support
continued on page 2

A Note from Dianne
HUGS is four years old. When I conceived the idea several years ago, I never would have imagined the growth
and recognition we have experienced. I never dreamed that Bill Martin, the FOX8 evening news anchor,
would take HUGS under his wing and support us in so many ways. Eleven years ago, I could not sleep because
I worried about our son’s future. Now, I cannot sleep because I am thinking of HUGS and ways that we can
help fam
families who are struggling with their young person’s addiction. In the spring, one of the families who had received
support from HUGS lost their son to an accidental overdose. I attended the wake, not as a representative of HUGS, but as a
mother who easily could have been in the same situation. When I gave the mother a hug, she said, “Please keep doing what you are
doing. It meant to much to us to have the opportunity to help our son.”
There is an epidemic of prescription drug abuse with young people between the ages of 18 and 24. These young people are living at
home, struggling to find recovery and their parents need support from professionals and HUGS. HUGS has helped 26 families
with treatment for their adolescents. I will do whatever it takes to see that HUGS is a recognized organization that is ready to help
those families with young people who believe in recovery for their child and themselves.
HUGS is my passion and has given me opportunities to continually learn. I have met recovery professionals and am excited to
learn as a member of the New Directions board. To help the families of chemically dependent young people is always on my mind.
One parent wrote on the application to HUGS,
“ . . . We have learned to cope with the heartache that comes when your chid’s life journey takes a different path and is not
what you envisioned. We have not lost our hope or love . . .”
After receiving help from HUGS, that family wrote, “People may not remember what you say and they may not remember what
you do. But they will always remember how you made them feel. Thank you for helping us feel hopeful about our son’s future.
Everyone needs HUGS in their life -- they need Hope, Understanding, Gratitude and Serenity. I will continue to spread the
HUGS’ mission and am excited about the achievements we will make in the coming year.

Board Members (cont. from page 1)
their child or adolescent through what at times can be a
long and trying road to recovery.”
Her goal as a board member she said is to continue to
build awareness about HUGS and increase both its funding and assistance to parents and families.
“If every family that receives HUGS grants can give back
by telling other families, there will be widespread recognition and everyone will know about HUGS. It is all about
giving and receiving HUGS,” she said.
Kathy Winzig
Three-year board member Kathy Winzig said she was
honored when Dianne approached her three years ago
about joining the HUGS board because HUGS has a mission she felt (and still feels) strongly about. “I know how
expensive treatment is,” she said. “By lessening the ﬁnancial burden I believe it helps families focus on healing and their recovery.”
Her goal moving forward is to build on the progress that
has been made in creating awareness for the Foundation and to continue to expand HUGS’ reach.
“There is no doubt we’ve made great strides in promoting the HUGS Foundation and I hope that we will ﬁnd
more ways to bring awareness to our communities,” she
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said. “Perhaps a few more fundraisers will not only bring
in more funds, but it will also expose the HUGS Foundation name.”
Jo Toomey
“The HUGS for Families Foundation story is parallel to
family recovery from addiction,” said Toomey. “The frustration and helplessness that parents experience is similar to what I know Dianne experienced as an Oakview
volunteer. She witnessed how inadequate insurance
coverage or family funds dictated the “dose” and type
of treatment for addicted young people. Her frustration
percolated until an idea took shape. She didn’t know
how to start a foundation. Families don’t know how to
start “recovering”. Dianne asked for support. I was one
of the people who said “yes”. Today, I serve on the advisory board. I review applications from a clinical standpoint, but my real role is to discern the family’s request
for support. When families ask for support, Dianne
found a way to assist.”
Addiction is destroying families on a daily basis.
HUGS is providing families with the opportunity for recovery.
If you are interested in getting involved or assisting financially
Please contact Dianne Vogt via email at
hugs@hugs4families.org or by calling 216-521-5568.

to learn more about HUGS, visit www.hugs4families.org

HUGS Collaborates with Adolescent
Residential Treatment Center
New Directions and HUGS work together for recovery
In this economic environment, how do nonproﬁts achieve
their missions? Historically, nonproﬁts worked autonomously
-- stressing individual goals and separate boards. Today in order to be effective, creative thinking must be used to achieve
the mission; alliances must be made to achieve goals.
The HUGS Foundation has created a collaboration with
New Directions, the well-respected adolescent residential
treatment center in Pepper Pike, Ohio. In the past four years,
90% of the families helped by the HUGS Foundation have
sent their adolescents to New Directions for treatment. In
discussions with Mike Matoney, Chief Executive Ofﬁcer of
New Directions/Crossroads, HUGS can grant awards to New
Directions and/or any other treatment center recommended
by the referring clinician.
In having a relationship
“It is incumbent upon
with New Directions,
the HUGS Board to
HUGS is ﬁnancially
think creatively, form
assisting the parents
alliances, learn new
and New Directions is
skills, create awareness
providing the necessary
in the community and to
treatment for the
fundraise to achieve our
adolescent and parents.
mission.
It is a win/win situation.
“One of our core values
is collaboration,” said Matoney. “Our collaboration with the
HUGS Foundation is vital to the community, clients and
families we all serve.”
Most exciting is the sharing of board members. Dianne Vogt
is now a member of the Board of New Directions and is sitting
on the Development and Governance Committees. Dianne
is fulﬁlling a need for New Directions and learning invaluable
skills and procedures that will beneﬁt the HUGS Foundation.
Assunta Rossi, a member of the New Directions board, is
now an integral member of the HUGS Board. Assunta is
an experienced lawyer with contacts within the community
and brings to HUGS a wealth of ﬁnancial and marketing
knowledge that will help HUGS achieve our mission. Again, it
is a win/win situation!
The HUGS mission of helping families of chemically
dependent adolescents is so important to adolescents, the
families and our community and it is incumbent upon the
HUGS Board to think creatively, to form alliances, to learn
new skills, to create awareness in the community of our
goals, and to fundraise to achieve our mission.

New Directions Expanding Reach into
West Shore Area
New Directions will be expanding
to allow for a presence in the
west shore area. The outpatient
expansion is being accomplished
in cooperation with the Westshore Enforcement Bureau (
WEB) and Church on the Rise. New Directions will provide
outpatient services at Crocker Community Center at Church
on the Rise on Crocker Road, just 1.75 miles south of
Crocker Park. At present, four WEB members serve on
New Directions’ advisory committee for this project. They
include: Aaron Ereditario-Assistant Principal of Bay HS,
Bryan Busold- Associate Principal of North Olmsted HS,
Carole Ochs, School Prevention Specialist at WEB, and
Loren McKeon of McKeon Education Group.

News Anchor Raises $1000 With One
Swing of a Club
Bill Martin puts golf ball through Browns Stadium uprights
On May 30, 2012, with one swing of a golf club, FOX 8
news anchor Bill Martin
raised $1000 for the HUGS
Foundation. The event was
part of the Bridgestone
Invitational Media Day
where local personalities
participated on behalf of
charities of their choice.
Organization founder Dianne
Vogt and board members
Kathy Winzig and Sammie
Brickel were on hand to
watch and cheer him on.
“ I am blessed to be in a position to help HUGS,” said
Martin. “I know people who have struggled and are
struggling with the devastation of addiction. It’s important
to them to know that people around them care and love
them until they are able to love themselves again.”

HUGS is Proud to Announce Inclusion in
Red Treehouse Directory
www.redtreehouse.org

The HUGS Foundation is now among the
many resources listed on Red Treehouse
website. A program of Ohio Family and
Children First and the Ronald McDonald
House® of Cleveland, Inc., the site is designed to provide “relevant information to empower families.”
Visit www.redtreehouse.org/ for connections to resources, support networks and events in the community.

to learn more about HUGS, visit www.hugs4families.org
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‘Golf & Jazz Fore HUGS
“
The game of golf often serves as an analogy for life
itself – it is ”par for the course” that each of us will
eventually find ourselves in a sand trap, yet the
unexpected detour provides opportunity for growth
essential to improving our play and achieving success
in the game of life. — Joanne Shamp

Dianne & Fritz

As hot as the summer of 2012 has been, June 23 at Stonewater Golf
Course was PERFECT! Eighty golfers gathered to “GOLF & Jazz Fore HUGS.”
The pace of play was terriﬁc and when golfers ﬁnished they were treated to
the wonderful sounds of the David Kasper Quartet.
The golf committee, Kathy Winzig, Cathy Klemencic, Tim O’Rourke, Michael
Kennedy, Molly Cooney, Alyce Kasper, Barb Fisher, Lucia Otto, Tricia Allen,
Sammie Brickel and Dianne Vogt worked hard in getting the 25 hole
sponsors and gathering fabulous Chinese Auction items. This year there
were two live auction items: a week in Florida donated by Harriet and Russ
Sanders and Dinner for Eight at the home of Dianne and David Vogt. Bill
Martin was the Auctioneer of the evening and was able to raise $1500 for
HUGS. Fritz Vogt, the Clinical Director of Power House, came up to Cleveland
for the outing with the Administrative Director, Cody Gautreaux. Fritz spoke
brieﬂy about adolescent treatment and how important it is to achieve
recovery.
The ﬁrst place team members were Jack Weigand, Jim Lewis, Tim O’Rourke
and John Manos. Second place honors went to Mike Matoney, Nick Matteo,
Rick Gaybos and Joe Ariemma.
This year 20 people joined the golfers in the evening for a wonderful dinner
and music. All in all it was a great day that raised $15,000 for HUGS and
families struggling with adolescent addiction.

Jazz

Lucky Winners!

Chinese Rafﬂe!
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A special thanks to the following individuals and companies
who donated to the 2012 HUGS Golf Outing
Hole Sponsors
Lubrizol • Rehmann Financial
Trend Consulting
Southwest General Hospital
MRK Technologies, Ltd.
Force-Sports
Linton & Hirshman LLC
Anonymous
Mill Creek Wealth Consulting Services
Sue Martens
Bob Pincus and Terry Jones
Fifth Third Private Bank
The Ruggierio Wealth Management Group
Modesto “Moe” Ruggierio
Robert V. Traci Co., LPA • Thacker Martinsek LPA
Cleveland Clinic Center for Behavioral Health
Cleveland Clinic Transplant Center
Laskey Costello LLC
Buckingham, Doolittle & Burroughs, LLP
McDonald Hopkins, LLC
Kitchens and Bathrooms by:
The Cleveland Tile & Cabinet Co.
New Directions
Hull & Associates, Inc. • Hyland Software
Dianne and David Vogt
Advantage Leasing

Giant Eagle
Jan Dell
V. Regalo
Steve Siko at Legend Lakes
Lucia Otto
Polly Barrett
Mary Vande Velde
Geigers of Lakewood
Dante Lucci
Master Pro Bob Bourne
Joanne Shamp
Beth Sparks
Sammie Brickel
Kevin Sullivan at GolfTEC
Arra’s Haircut and Style
Burntwood Tavern
Game Keepers Tavern
Maureen Olden
Judy and Bill Martin
Harriet and Russ Sanders
Constantino’s Market
Jax and Endless Summer
Chagrin Hardware
Breezewood Garden Center
FlavorSeal
Chip Sansom, The Born Loser
Bill and Barb Fisher
Dianne and David Vogt

Cathy Klemencic
Tricia Allen
Carol Sparker
Sue Martens
Pier W.
Yeager’s Jewelry Store
Nancy DePew –Marriott Downtown
Laura Metzo -- Airport Residence Inn
Allen-Kennedy Designs
Renuvo Salon
Tomorrow’s - Full Service Salon
Jean Schnell- Photographer
Bella Design Jewelers
Fresh Start Diners
StoneWater Golf Club
Julie Lavinsky
Lake County Captains
FOX 8 Cleveland
Carol King
Burntwood Tavern
Nancy Jacobson
Muzzulo’s Market
Peter and Cathy Kuhn
Joss
Heinen’s
Starz Restaurant
Otto Moser
Cleveland Gladiators
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Support HUGS:
Matching Gifts
Did you know that many companies offer their employees a Matching Gift Program? Often
employers provide their employees an incentive to give ﬁnancial support to charitable organizations by matching the employees’ ﬁnancial donations dollar for dollar. Typical rules are that the
charitable organizations must be registered as tax exempt under IRS Code, Section 501 (c)(3).
There may also be a small minimum donation amount like $100 to minimize paperwork cost.
Each matching gift program is different, but an example is your $100 donation could be $200
if a simple form (that is typically obtainable in a ﬁrm’s Human Resource department) is completed.
Think of it as Doubling Down in Black Jack except you and your chosen charity both win.

A Note From Fritz Vogt
Treatment works. An overwhelming body of research
is emerging that suggests the longer individuals
remain in treatment, the greater chance they have of
remaining abstinent. (Green eld, Burgdorf, Chen, Porowski, Roberts & Herrell, 2004) Unfortunately, many
insurance companies still only provide coverage for
the traditional 28-day inpatient treatment. Hopefully,
widespread change will take place in the insurance industry that will provide reimbursement for long-term
treatment options. However, change can be a lengthy,
dif cult process. When it comes to addiction and recovery, time is of the essence. Please help HUGS help
those in need.
David “Fritz” Vogt, LMSW
Clinical Director
Power House Services

After hearing about HUGS from friend
and HUGS board member Kathy Winzig,
Chrissie Fahey, owner of a small handcrafted gourmet popcorn business (www.
kernelsbychrissie.com) jumped in to help.
The two latched onto the idea of setting
up a kettle corn booth at Bay Days for
HUGS, and “it just rolled from there,”
Fahey said.
That one idea led to a donation of over $800 for HUGS!
“I feel very fortunate that as a small business owner I can utilize
my business as a tool to help worthwhile organizations increase
their exposure and assist them in generating awareness and
ﬁnances to help them help others. Lending a helping hand is
what it’s all about,” she said.

HUGS Foundation teams up with
The Rock Pile for “Fundraising that Rocks”

Green eld, L., Burgdorf, K., Chen, X., Porowski, A., Roberts, T., & Herrell,
J. (2004) National Effectiveness of Long-Term Residential Substance Abuse
Treatment for Women: Findings from Three Studies. The American Journal
of Drug and Alcohol Abuse, 30(3), 537-550. Retrieved from http://informahealthcare.com/doi/abs/10.1081/ADA-200032290

Need a Speaker for Your Meeting?
Dianne has a great story to tell about the trials and
tribulations associated with adolescent addiction and
the part families need to play in recovery. If you are
interested in learning more, please contact her at 216521-5568 or via email at hugs@hugs4families.org.
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Kernels by Chrissie Raises Over $800 for HUGS
at Bay Days Celebration

The HUGS Foundation has teamed up with
The Rock Pile, 900 Nagel Road, Avon, OH,
through their “Fundraising that Rocks”
program.
This past spring/ summer HUGS received
a donation of $100 from the Rock Pile,
simply because a few generous individuals
thought to mention HUGS when placing
their orders through the Rock Pile. Imagine how that number
could grow by spreading the word!
Just mention that you would like to make a donation to The
HUGS Foundation and The Rock Pile will donate 5% of your
purchase price back to HUGS to assist families of chemically
dependent adolescents fund ongoing treatment.
To learn more about the Rock Pile, visit their website at
www.therockpile.com.

to learn more about HUGS, visit www.hugs4families.org

A Special HUGS Thank You

to our Annual Fund Donors....
HOPE

Thomas Kilway

Jim Vogt

Alice Alexander

Vic and Anna Kmetich

Marilyn Walker

Barb Amsdell

Mickey and Patty Krivosh

Peter and Kathy Winzig

Frances Baker

Jay and Karen Krone

Bob Beal

Tom Lavin

UNDERSTANDING

Edwin and Beverly Bevin

Jean Leet

Angelo and Christine Coutris

Paul and Pat Blesi

John and Rosemary Manos

Elaine Brandt

Marilyn Mars

Robert Briggs

Martha Marsh

Bob and Carolyn Bruce

Mary Eitzen

Carol Bush

Mike and Mickie Matheis

Marilyn Butcher

Mike Matoney

Mari-Beth Famiano
Henry and Jane Meyer
Tom and Ann Nerone
Russel and Harriet Sanders
Edward A. and Agnes Siciliano

Mary Cahen

Donna Meisinger

Charles and Sharon Cammock

Bill and Susan Minnich

Scott Cevasco

Joan Minoff

Larry and Joyce Chamberlain

Karen Moore

Hal and Connie Cooper

Jim and Susan Mulhern

Alan and Pam Davis

Jack and Coletta Malloy

Ed and Sue Denk

Trina Nummela

Phil and Wilma Doll

Bonnie O’Bryan

Es and Ann Esselstyn

Tim Oblisk

Bill and Barb Fisher

Cliff and Betty Preuss

Gary Fitzgerald

Franz Pussel

John Flowers

John and Judy Pyke

George and Lois Gazdick

Ahmad and Kathleen Razi

Bob and Helen King

Nancy Gray

Jane Redinger

Peter and Cathy Kuhn

Duane Gronau

David and Sara Reid

Charles and Marie Grossman

Steve and Cyndi Rosenblatt

Claudia Gruen

Norm and Lis Ryan

Martin and Deborah Haueter

Joan Ryan

Gifts were received in memory of:

Helen Zdrojewski

John and Dorie Salisbury

Helena Lee Long

Mike and Carole Henderson

David and Kirsten Senger

Colby Patrick Baldwin

Bob and Polly Hermann

Edward T. Siciliano

Cody Borcoman

Al and Diane Herstrum

David Skrabec

Carol Hildebrandt

Bob and Beth Sparks

Joanne Severson

Jack and Nancy Tanis

GRATITUDE
Betty Ambrose
Bob and Joan Cleary
John and Nancy McMillan
Joan O’Donoghue
Don and Lucia Otto
Sue Urban
Frank and Dana Vargo
David and Dianne Vogt
SERENITY

to learn more about HUGS, visit www.hugs4families.org
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HUGS Foundation
1055 Erie Cliff Drive
Lakewood, OH 44107

Our Mission:
Family support is critical to long term
recovery of alcoholic and chemically
dependent adolescents.
The HUGS Foundation is dedicated to
helping families in Northeastern Ohio,
providing funds for treatment, travel,
and ancillary services not covered by
insurance beneﬁts.
Additionally, families who have received
help from HUGS will have the opportunity
to help others in need of addiction
recovery, thus creating an invaluable
networking system.

